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Set Writing Goals

I’ve always been a huge proponent of goal setting. I set exercise goals, weight loss 

goals and revenue goals for my businesses. I truly believe that establishing and 

tracking objectives has played a huge part in my success. I’ve even done TV 

segments on goal setting and have written multiple articles on the subject. In fact, I 

once dedicated an entire hour-long radio show to the topic. So when it came time 

to write my first book, you can imagine that goal setting topped my to-do list.

Not sure how to set or achieve your writing goals? Follow these nine steps:

Clearly define your goal 

Make it realistic 

Write it down 

Make sure it's "your" goal 

Break it down 

Review it often 

Share it with others 

Adjust as needed 

Reward yourself



Schedule Your Writing
Your writing schedule will most likely be based on the word count goals you set for 

yourself. But no matter if you set daily or weekly writing goals, you will need to 

schedule time to achieve those goals. 

The biggest roadblock writers face often involves simply finding time to write. This 

is why scheduling your writing time becomes crucial to achieving your goals. We 

schedule dentist appointments, lunch meetings, conference calls and other 

important events into our calendar; writing should be no different. 

I set a one- or two-hour writing block five days a week and I schedule these writing 

sessions just like I would any other important meeting. If you want to achieve your 

writing goals, you need to schedule your writing! 

Make Your Writing a Priority

Make your writing a priority, just like you would any important meeting, conference 

call or lunch date. It’s one thing to set word count goals, but it’s another to carve 

out specific hours during your day for writing. Although establishing a set time 

each day would be advantageous, I realize this may not be realistic. If possible, 

however, I would suggest dedicating the same hours every day to writing. I know 

writers who love working first thing in the morning, while many night owls find that 

ideas flow best when the rest of the family is fast asleep in bed. Find a time that 

works best for you. 

My writing schedule tends to vary each day, but I still schedule it into my calendar 

and make it a priority. Since I’m not a full-time author, I have to be flexible with my 

writing time. Yet I still almost always manage to set aside at least an hour each 

day. Sometimes that means waking up an hour early, spending my lunch hour 

writing or working at night after my kids have gone to sleep. Once you come up 

with a plan that works for you, put it in your calendar, make it a priority and stick to 

it! 
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Develope a Writing Ritual

Just Write!

Now that you have your writing scheduled into your day or week, it’s 

advantageous to come up with a work-time ritual. If you are able to find a set place 

to write, you can easily develop established habits that will help you get in a 

creative mood. I don’t often write at home, but when I do, I use a wonderful nook 

that is bright and spacious. I like to brew a cup of black tea, set out all my papers 

and notes alongside my computer and develop a comfortable writing environment. 

Simply establishing a writing routine can make the process much more enjoyable. 

Also, if done consistently, this ritual can help turn your writing into a habit—making 

it much easier to adhere to a schedule.  And once you develop strong writing 

patterns, you will no longer feel overwhelmed by the writing process. Develop a 

ritual that feels comfortable and that inspires you to write. 

I know it’s easier said then done, but sometimes the act of getting words down on 

paper proves more important than the words themselves. When writing your draft, 

perfection doesn’t necessarily mean more success. If you’re having trouble writing, 

allow yourself to do some free writing. Simply jotting down thoughts without any 

intention of keeping what you produce can feel liberating. When free writing, you 

don’t censor yourself. You don’t overthink; instead you write whatever comes to 

mind. This flow of thoughts can become a great tool for collecting information or 

initially getting the writing juices flowing. 

Start this exercise with a short five- or 10-minute session. You may be surprised to 

find that a short free writing session eliminates your writer’s block. Remember, 

procrastination is the killer of dreams. Just get started. Don’t be too critical of your 

writing, and let it naturally evolve. You will have plenty of time to alter and edit your 

work once you have a first draft. Let’s write! 
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